In operational remote sensing, the implicit model for cloud geometry is a homogeneous plane-parallel slab of infinite horizontal extent. Each pixel is indeed processed as if it exchanged no radiant energy whatsoever with its neighbors. The shortcomings of this conceptual model have been well documented in the specialized literature but rarely mitigated. The worst-case scenario is probably high-resolution imagery where dense isolated clouds are visible, often both bright (reflective) and dark (transmissive) sides being apparent from the same satellite viewing angle: the low transmitted radiance could conceivably be interpreted in plane-parallel theory as no cloud at all. An alternative to the plane-parallel cloud model is introduced here that has the same appeal of being analytically tractable, at least in the diffusion limit: the spherical cloud. This new geometrical paradigm is applied to radiances from cumulus clouds captured by DOE's Multispectral Thermal Imager (MTI). Estimates of isolated cloud opacities are a necessary first step in correcting radiances from surface targets that are visible in the midst of a broken-cloud field. This type of advanced atmospheric correction is badly needed in remote sensing applications such as nonproliferation detection were waiting for a cloud-free look in the indefinite future is not a viable option.
INTRODUCTION, CONTEXT AND OUTLINE
The only model for cloud geometry used in remote sensing operations is a horizontally-infinite/homogeneous planeparallel slab. This is also true in climate studies where the emphasis is on radiative fluxes rather than radiances. This seems reasonable for satellite pixel-scales or model grid-scales that are large with respect to the thickness of the cloud layer, if such a well-defined layer indeed exists. However, more and more satellites can resolve much smaller scales; already we have LANDSAT, ASTER, MTI, SPOT, and a growing number of commercial assets. At their best resolutions (≈250 m), even MODIS and MISR resolve cloud radiances that are physically interdependent from pixel to pixel. Global climate models (GCMs) do not resolve scales less than a couple of hundred km, much more than the scale-height of the whole atmosphere (≈8 km), let alone a single cloud layer. With the proper cloud opacity variability folded in and the proper treatment of cloud overlap, plane-parallel theory might be brought to bear on GCM radiation budget estimation largely because only fluxes are of interest, not radiances. However, cloud-resolving models (CRMs) and Large-Eddy Simulations (LESs) are becoming very popular in climate research for process studies. These dynamical models resolve the scales where strong deviations from plane-parallel radiation transport are observed in satellite images, yet they use the same independent-column computations as GCMs.
The main reason for the popularity of such an extreme idealization of cloud shape and structure is that, in all the applications mentioned above, computer time is a concern either because of in high data flow in remote sensing operations or because of fierce competition for CPU time from other modules in GCMs, CRM, and LESs. Hence a requirement for analytical solutions, preferably in closed form, and plane-parallel slab geometry is the only one where these are readily available: "one-dimensional" radiative transfer theory. Needless to say, this modeling assumption introduces significant biases that have been studied extensively in the specialized literature using computationally intensive 3D radiative transfer models; see ref. 1 for a recent review. Another issue is that is not clear how to improve the situation. In particular, the 3D radiative transfer community has not been forthcoming with solutions, although there are a few notable exceptions. [2] [3] [4] A serious conceptual limitation of the slab-cloud model is that it partitions space into two disjoint half-spaces, one contains the Sun and open space, the other contains the Earth. With VIS/NIR wavelengths in mind, one can therefore view either reflected or transmitted light, never both, from any given point. This of course contradicts everyday observation of real horizontally-finite clouds from ground as well as from space with high enough spatial resolution and under large enough viewing angles. Thanks to its focal-plane design and its agility in orientation, MTI satisfies both of these conditions. I present here a new methodology for inferring the basic optical properties of dense compact clouds from radiometry that samples at once their bright and dark sides. It is based on an overlooked solvable case in 3D radiative transfer using the photon diffusion approximation: spherical clouds. This is a first step towards correction schemes for broken-cloud adjacency effects (shadowing and over-illumination). Such advanced correction schemes are needed to fully exploit modern satellite imagery in quantitative analyses, especially in national security applications were throwing away cloud-contaminated data (meaning maybe just 10-or-so % in radiometric accuracy) is not an option.
Isolated clouds have been investigated quite extensively in the 3D radiative transfer literature, although not much recently since attention as been shifted towards cloud layers with internal variability ranging from weak horizontal fluctuations to outright brokeness. For a comprehensive overview of current activity in computational 3D radiative transfer for atmospheric applications, the interested reader can look at the web-site of the NASA-and DOE-sponsored initiative in Intercomparison of 3D Radiation Codes (I3RC).
5 Isolated cloud models were used in the early atmospheric literature mostly for climate studies (where fluxes matter most); those studies I am aware of are listed in Table 1 Koshak et al. (1994) . 14 In this context, planeparallel clouds were never an option because lightning is produced in towering convective clouds, not extensive stratus layers.
In the next section, we derive a simple relation for the ratio of reflected to transmitted flux integrated over their respective hemispheres on the surface of a spherical cloud in terms a harmonic expansion. In section 3, we obtain the required spherical harmonic coefficients explicitly in the photon diffusion limit (i.e., optically thick spheres). In section 4, we apply the diffusion result to estimate the optical density of isolated clouds in typical MTI imagery. We draw our conclusions in section 5 and look out to key applications.
SPHERICAL MEDIA UNDER UNIFORM ILLUMINATION: REFLECTION/TRANSMISSION
Following the proverbial path, 15 we consider a spherical cloud under uniform collimated illumination coming from the negative z direction and we take this to be the orientation of the polar axis. A priori the cloud can have internal structure as long as it is symmetric under rotation around the polar axis. In this case, radiation fields on the cloud's surface (at radius r = constant) are only functions of the polar position angle θ, and not of the azimuthal position angle ϕ. We are only interested here in the in-coming and out-going surface fluxes which we denote
using both angular and spherical-harmonic representations. The f n (±) are coefficients in the spherical-harmonic expansion of the two surface-flux fields and P n (x), -1 ≤ x ≤ +1, are the Legendre polynomials; these coefficients are given by
In the following, we will only need to know about the explicit expressions for
to derive the final results. We know the characteristics of the in-coming flux field already:
where F 0 is the solar constant. The first two spherical-harmonic coefficients for this field are therefore
at higher-orders, all the odd coefficients vanish identically. We anticipate the unknown out-going flux fields to have the same symmetry properties because they are linear responses to the boundary source term described in Eqs. (3a,b).
Turning to these out-going flux fields, we can compute hemispheric integrals recalling that the element of area on a sphere of radius r is S(dθ) = dS(θ) = 2 r 2 sinθdθ. From the out-going flux field on the non-illuminated side of the cloud (cf. Eq. (3a)), we define the normalized mean transmitted flux, or "transmittance,"
where r c is the (constant) radius of the cloudy medium. We can similarly obtain "reflectance" R just by changing the angular integration limits to [ /2, ], again according to Eq. (3a).
The computation of R and T can be simplified and combined by introducing the Heaviside step-function for ±cosθ,
along with its spherical-harmonic coefficients h n ± . At orders 0 and 1, these are given by
for n > 1, all the odd-order coefficients vanish. Using the orthogonality relation for the Legendre polynomials, 16 P n (x)
where δ nn' is the Kronecker symbol, we obtain
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for the (function-space) scalar product of F (±) (θ) and η(±cosθ). In fact, only the first two terms survive in (7) when we account for the symmetry properties of F (±) (θ) and η(±cosθ) discussed above. Using (5b), this leads to
for the reflectance-to-transmittance ratio, a simple result we will now refine by obtaining f 1 (+) /f 0 (+) from first principles.
CONSERVATIVE PHOTON DIFFUSION PREDICTION FOR R/T
In the bulk of optically dense media, we can accurately represent the radiance field I(x,Ω) at position x and in propagation direction Ω as a 2-term expansion in spherical harmonics with respect to Ω. It is important to not confuse this familiar angular expansion with the positional counterpart used above. So we have 17
where the two new fields are
Vector flux F(x) appears in the local law of conservation of radiant energy which reads as
in the absence of absorption and of volume-sources. In the terminology and notations introduced in Sect. 2, Eq. (11) leads to the global law of energy conservation expressed in normalized quantities as T+R = 1. a
The simplest way of introducing the photon diffusion approximation for radiation transport is to postulate Fick's law for photons: 18
where
is the "transport" mean-free-path (MFP). It is expressed here in terms of the extinction coefficient σ (or the usual MFP 1/σ) and g, the scattering phase function "asymmetry factor" (mean cosine of the scattering angle), for conservative scattering to be congruent with Eq. (11).
If l t is uniform in the medium, we have
In other words, J(x) obeys Laplace's equation. In spherical coordinates under azimuthal symmetry, such a harmonic function can be expressed as
a To show this note that F ± (x), ||x|| = r c , are the inward and outward hemispherical components of the net flux across the surface of the cloud which is n(x)•F(x), n(x) being the outward normal vector.
using the standard separation of variables. We are interested here in the hemispherical fluxes at the boundary of the spherical turbid medium. In-going fluxes ("-" sign in superscript) are given by the mixed boundary conditions (BCs) used in photon diffusion theory. 17 These BCs are expressed as follows using the lower-level signs:
The length-scale χl t is called the "extrapolation length" in diffusion theory. The (essentially free) parameter χ is an O(1) numerical constant that is traditionally used to match diffusion results with accurate solutions of the radiative transfer equation for the same geometry and illumination. Computing hemispherical fluxes using Eq. (9) leads to χ = 2/3; the theoretical value based on the "Milne" benchmark problem is shown 17 to be χ = 0.7014 … . At any rate, the upper-level signs in (16) give the out-going fluxes we seek.
Substitution of (15) into (16) yields
This we identify, term-by-term (because of Legendre orthogonality), to Eq. (1a). This identification proves that there is indeed a one-to-one connection between the f n (+) , f n (-) and j n coefficients (as anticipated above) for all n ≥ 0. We can easily write the results out explicitly for n = 0,1:
Using Eq. (3b), we find
for the expression that appears twice in (8) . Thus,
Recalling that T+R = 1, we can solve (20) for each response individually:
Quite curiously, Eq. (22) is precisely the result of a diffusion-based calculation for a homogeneous plane-parallel slab if τ is its optical thickness; see Appendix for a derivation of the counterpart of (20) in slab geometry. Note that the segment {z ∈ ℜ; |z| ≤ r c = τ/2σ} is essentially a "sphere" in 1D. We therefore anticipate that the result in (22) also applies to a circle (i.e., a "sphere" in 2D) or, equivalently, an infinitely long cylinder illuminated on one side.
A slightly less rigorous derivation of (22) is given in ref. 19 where it is also generalized to a spherical medium containing a concentric cavity; this case is used to shed light on the basic effects of internal variability. Returning to Table 1 , it is somewhat surprising that Giovanelli and Jefferies, 13 who investigated radiative diffusion in several geometries (including spheres and infinite cylinders), did not obtain the simple result in (22) . This appears to be because they insisted on solving the problem fully but for quite general illumination conditions.
APPLICATION TO MTI RADIANCES
The angular distribution of radiance escaping opaque non-absorbing media such as clouds, snow, white paint, and so on, is approximately isotropic, as for a Lambertian ground surface. This means that a typical radiance emanating from the transmission and reflection sides of a cloud are given approximately by
There is no need for the usual cosine of the solar zenith angle here because it was used already in (3a). At this point, we are not fundamentally interested in where the ground is with respect to the cloud.
Equation (20) can now be turned around and used as a means to infer the optical thickness of an isolated cloud where the ratio R/T can be estimated from a single look:
We have made use here of the fact that χ ≈ 0.71 is a well-accepted value and that g is known to be quite uniform in boundary-layer (liquid-water) clouds at ≈ 0.85. Figure 1 summarizes the basic steps in cloud remote-sensing using both sides of a clouds with respect to its direction of illumination. Having identified a cloud of interest in an image, it is important to not take extreme values of radiance on the darker and brighter sides, but rather to take "typical" values since the theory calls for a ratio of overall means. Also, we are careful in Eq. (24) to call the retrieved optical depth the "effective" optical depth for the "equivalent sphere" that would have the same R/T ratio as is observed. Note that there is no difference in this detailed qualification of the remote sensing result with the one that should accompany results using the plane-parallel model in a one-wavelength retrieval. Indeed, one obtains (only) the "effective" optical depth for the "equivalent plane-parallel slab" that would have the same R as is observed from space, or T from ground. 20, 21 … Let there be a spherical cloud . This is all we need to know to apply the cloud remote-sensing technique proposed in this paper; see ref. 22 for detailed band and other specifications of the instrument. Table 2 summarizes the sampling performed on the data as indicated in Fig. 2 . It shows that the simple formula in (24) gives reasonable results for these cumulus to within an uncertainty estimated at 20-30% which, incidentally, is no worse than in standard cloud remote sensing. Independent validation of the algorithm, and possible refinements, will be the object of future work. Figure 2 . Gray-scale version rendering of a "true-color" channel combination of an MTI scene of Los Alamos (NM) in the presence of broken clouds. This is a 57.4 degree off-nadir look in the aft direction (i.e., from a position to the North). For visual comfort, it is corrected for pixel aspect ratio and orientation to mimic an airborne vista. The Sun, at 54 degrees from zenith, is about 175 degrees away from the viewing direction in azimuth. The positions of cloudy regions that were used to compile the statistics in Table 2 are highlighted. Cloud-to-cloud radiative interactions are neglected. Table 2 . Sampling results for the 3 pairs of regions-of-interest in the MTI image in Fig. 2 for the broken/isolated cloud casestudy. Radiance units are W/m 2 /st/µm. We show only data from channel D which is in the near IR as it has the least contamination by aerosol and molecular scattering. Results using the other (visible) channels are very similar as can be expected from the simple fact that clouds are uniformly reflective -essentially white-across the solar spectrum.
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
I have derived a simple formula for the area-averaged and normalized transmitted flux T for a spherical non-absorbing turbid medium under collimated illumination in terms of its optical diameter, τ = diameter/mean-free-path, and the asymmetry factor of the scattering phase function g, which is ≈0.85 for boundary-layer clouds. The formula for ratio of cloud albedo R = 1-T to T is even simpler: R/T = (1-g)τ/2χ where χ is an O(1) numerical constant ≈2/3. The photon diffusion transport model used to derive these results is valid when (1-g)τ ≈ R/T > 1. Under an assumption of Lambertian reflection and transmission, this result can be used derive τ (for an "equivalent" sphere) from radiances emanating from the dark/shady and bright/sunny sides of clouds in satellite imagery at high-enough resolution.
The method gives satisfactory, although preliminary, results with MTI data. We will be devising methods of validating this new retrieval in the near future. In the more distant future, estimation of isolated cloud opacity will become a first step in the correction of remote-sensing data for cloud-adjacency effects. This is the equivalent of a quantum leap in atmospheric correction technology and one that is needed more in nonproliferation monitoring than in remote sensing for the purposes of environmental monitoring (as in a global change program). This is because in the latter applications it is generally acceptable to wait a couple of weeks for a more cloud-free data acquisition; this may not be an option when a crisis situation is developing in a region under close surveillance. So cloud-capable atmospheric correction of the remote-sensing data down to its inherent noise-level is a worthy long-term goal as well as a challenge for 3D atmospheric radiative transfer.
APPENDIX: R/T FOR CONSERVATIVE PHOTON DIFFUSION IN SLAB GEOMETRY
Equation (14), ∇ 2 J ≡ J''(z) = 0 in this 1D case, says simply that J(z) is a linear function of z:
But we will not need to determine the constants to compute the ratio R/T.
The BCs look like Eq. (16), using lower signs, but without the θ-dependence. However, in Cartesian coordinates, the signs on the right-hand side of (16) are flipped when going between the illuminated and the non-illuminated boundaries. Specifically, for an "illumination" BC (with incoming flux F 0 = 1) and reflection at z = H (the physical thickness of the plane-parallel cloud) and just transmission at z = 0 (also called an "absorbing" BC), we have 
where l t and χ have the same meanings as in (13) and (16) 
From (A1) and (A3), their ratio is
From (A2), lower BC, we have J 0 = J 1 χl t . Substituting this into (A4) yields
which is the equivalent of (20) . Indeed, we can map H to the diameter 2r c of the sphere since the optical thickness of slab is σH, where σ is again the uniform extinction (i.e., 1/MFP). Therefore Schuster's formula in (22) , first derived 6 for the plane-parallel slab, applies to both geometries as long as the appropriate meaning of τ is kept in mind.
